Are rats with genetic absence epilepsy behaviorally impaired?
Absence seizures in humans are characterized by unresponsiveness to external stimuli and inactivity. However, in typical generalized non-convulsive epilepsy in children, intellectual capacities are considered to be normal. Wistar rats from an inbred strain with spontaneous absence-like seizures were compared with rats from the outbred control strain in various behavioral tasks in order to detect possible impairments related either to the absence epilepsy or to occurrence of spike and wave discharges (SWD). Spontaneous circadian locomotion, exploratory activity in an open field, social interactions with an unfamiliar conspecific and mouse killing behavior were similar in both strains. Avoidance learning in a shuttle box or food reinforced learning in a Skinner test were unimpaired or even improved in epileptic rats. During performance of a learned task either in the Skinner box or in a conditioned sound-bar pressing task, SWD were suppressed in epileptic rats as long as they were working for reinforcement. SWD reappeared when the motivation to perform the task had declined: unresponsiveness to a conditioned stimulus was then observed during SWD. These data are in agreement with observations commonly described in children with typical genetic absence epilepsy.